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Your on-air sponsorship message is very important, as it instantly identifies your 

company as a supporter of high-quality public broadcasting and helps our viewers 

establish a connection with your products and/or services.  

 

As a non-commercial broadcast service, WGCU-TV cannot air “advertisements” or 

“commercials”.  So, while we acknowledge the contributions of sponsors, we cannot do 

so in a way that promotes their products or services.  All on-air messages must comply 

with the FCC requirement that they “identify, but not promote” the sponsors.  Recent 

changes to the guidelines allow for greater flexibility in what sponsors can do in their on-

air spots.  This document outlines important information as well as some of the basic 

“do’s” and “don’ts” associated with the creation of WGCU-TV spots. 

 

Perhaps most importantly, spots must not look or sound like commercials – they are 

intended to identify the funder in an informative manner.  The non-commercial tone is 

one of the reasons our audiences actually listen to the spots on WGCU. 

 

Message Development 

 

Length: On-air messages are 15 seconds long; fade in to fade out, at the open and close 

of each program.  The actual length is 14 seconds and 26 frames to allow for fade in/out.  

A message of support for Public Broadcasting must be included in the spot, most often a 

preamble like: 

 

� Support is provided by… 

� Support for WGCU is provided by… 

� XYZ Company is a proud sponsor of … 

 

Number of messages: Generally only one to three messages will air at the beginning and 

end of each program.  Occasionally, a program may include an internal break and an 

additional funding message.  Sponsors may have several messages to be aired in rotation. 

 

Name or logo: All sponsors must be identified in video by their name and/or logo.  If a 

logo by itself does not adequately disclose the identity of a sponsor, then the sponsor’s 

name must be stated in audio or video.  A sponsor may not be anonymous. 

 

General Copy Guide: While WGCU-TV allows a good deal of creative latitude in 

conveying a sponsor’s message, messages may not include language that is blatantly 

promotional.  Copy can include: Underwriter's name, location, duration, hours of 

operation, phone number or website, a value-neutral description of the organization, up to 

three trade names, products or services that identify the underwriter and an established 

organizational slogan that has been in widespread use for over a year. 

 



Now Acceptable: PBS revised their creative guidelines for national primetime 

underwriting messages a few years ago.  WGCU-TV now also allows for these 

production strategies provided that, in the end, the spot is judged by WGCU Public 

Media to be non-promotional and does not sound or look like a commercial. 

 

Acceptable creative strategies: 

� Speaking on camera 

� Lyrics to music 

� Product sound effects 

� People with product 

� Employees with customers 

 

When creating a WGCU-TV spot, it is still important to avoid the following: 

 

� Calls-to-action 

� Superlative descriptions or qualitative claims about a company, its products 

or services 

� Direct comparisons 

� Price or value information 

� Inducements to buy 

� Endorsements 

� Demonstrations of consumer satisfaction 

� Personal pronouns 

� Repetition of phone numbers or web addresses 
 

Talent Rights:  Sponsor should confirm with their WGCU representative the number of 

years they have “talent rights” for their message. 

 

The Message Approval Process 

 

Our aim is to meet your marketing and communication needs while fulfilling our legal 

responsibility to be non-commercial. The following tips can assist you in this process: 

 

� Start early. 

� Work closely with your WGCU representative to review creative concepts 

before developing any creative. 

� Be ready to make changes, since most messages require some adjustments 

from their original conception. 

� Use storyboards, B-roll footage, and other actual elements to illustrate what 

you want to do. 

� Get all copy and storyboards approved by WGCU before any video is 

produced. 

 

Final video can be provided in DVCAM or MiniDV or on DVD in Quicktime NTSC 1920 x 1080 file.  

We can also create a spot using high res digital photos.  There is no charge for creating a spot from your 

video or photos and our voice-over talent.  However a $30 fee will be charged if the audio has to be 

redone after script approval. 
 

For more information call: 

Terry Brennen:  239-590-2366 – Dwight Esmon: 239-590-2313 – Mark Beland: 239-590-2327 


